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Subject: jfk-arrb.gov registration complete.

Body:

OK we are for real now!!I would like to set up training on the internet for this Friday; however I know that 

Jeremy and Laura both have some things that might impact the roll out, Should I proceed or Should we talk on 

Thursday?To: Chet_Rhodes @ jfk-arrb.gov @ Internetcc: (bcc: Chet Rhodes/ARRB)From: starke @ 

foxtrot.worldcom.com (Sean Starke) @ Internet @ WORLDCOM Date: 09/25/95 03:18:33 PM CDTSubject: jfk-

arrb.gov registration complete.Hello. This letter is being sent to inform you that the registrationof your 

Internet domain, named jfk-arrb.gov, is now complete.--------------------------------------------------------------------------

-Notes General InfoIncoming mail directed to user@jfk-arrb.gov will now be redirected to your notes server by 

the Worldcom Internet mail exchanger.Your outgoing mail to the Internet will be rewritten so that itappears 

to have come from your domain. The address will not haveany references to Worldcom in it.-------------------------

--------------------------------------------------Notes Address RewritingAny messages coming in from the Internet for 

your new Internetdomain name are routed directly to your Notes mail domain. Thereare several differences 

between Notes and Internet addressingsyntax, so when addresses are rewritten, incoming underscores 

areturned into spaces and double underscores are turned into underscores.The reverse happens for mail 

going from your Notes domain to theInternet:Internet: Notes: user_name@jfk-arrb.gov User Name @ ARRB 

special__name@jfk-arrb.gov Special_Name @ ARRB Since all messages for your Internet domain are delivered 

to yourserver, addresses can be anything that match in your Name & Addressbook. To comply with Internet 

guidelines, you should create thenames "hostmaster" and "postmaster" as aliases for the administratoror 

group of administrators responsible for your Notes server.The WorldCom Help & Services database includes a 

form that tellsusers what their Internet address is, so they can give thatinformation to people on the Internet 

who want to send them mail.Since you've registered an Internet domain, this address needs tobe updated. 

Please see the document "Your WorldCom Internet Address"in section 4-03 of the "WorldCom Help" view of 

the "WorldCom Help& Services" database. Besides informing users of their Internetaddress, it explains how to 

update that address now that you havean Internet domain.--------------------------------------------------------------------

-------To confirm that things are working for you, please send mail to meAS SOON AS POSSIBLE at 

hostmaster@worldcom.com so that I can inspectyour headers and the address rewriting for your site. If 

there'sa problem, I need to know immediately so that there is no dangerof your mail service being 

interrupted.Thank you and please feel free to let me know if there is anythingI can do to make your service 

better in the future.
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